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The properties of IFR (increasing failure rate) and PF, (Polya frequency of order 2) are of use and 
importance in the study of univariate random lifetimes in reliability theory. In this paper these notions 
are extended to the multivariate setting. The extensions are not just technical, but they are also meaningful 
and dynamic. Classes of multivariate IFR and PF, distributions are defined. Some of their properties 
are described. The relationship between these classes is given. 
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1. Introduction and motivation 
Let X be a nonnegative random variable with an absolutely continuous distribution 
function F, survival function F = 1 -F, density function f= F’ and hazard rate 
function r =f/F on {t: F(t) > 0). The random variable X can be thought of as a 
lifetime of a device. It is said to be PF2 (Polya frequency of order 2) if logf is 
concave on [0, co). It is said to be IFR (increasing failure rate) if r is increasing. 
(In this paper ‘increasing’ means ‘nondecreasing’ and ‘decreasing’ means ‘nonin- 
creasing’.) 
Let Y be another nonnegative random variable with an absolutely continuous 
distribution function G, survival function G = 1 - G, density function g = G’ and 
hazard rate function q = g/G on {t: G(t) > O}. The random variable X (or its 
probability law) is said to be larger than Y in the likelihood ratio ordering (denoted 
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X sir Y) if f( t)/g(t) is increasing in t 2 0 for which the ratio f(t)/g(t) is well 
defined. (Here, and throughout the paper, a/O is understood to be co whenever 
a > 0 and O/O is not defined.) The random variable X (or its probability law) is 
said to be larger than Y in the hazard rate ordering (denoted X zh Y) if r(t) c q(t) 
for every t 2 0 for which r(t) and q(t) are well defined. The random variable X is 
said to be larger than Y in the usual stochastic ordering (denoted X sst Y) if 
F(r) 2 G(t) for every t 2 0. 
For every random variable or vector 2 and an event A let [Z ) A] denote a random 
variable or vector whose distribution is the conditional distribution of Z given A. 
With this notation, the following equivalence statements must be well known and 
can be easily verified: 
XisIFR a X?=, [X-t]X> t] forall tE{s: P{X>s}>O}, 
XisIFR @ [X-tIX>t]>,,[X-t’]X>t’] 
forall t’z tz0, t’E{s: P{X>s}>O}, 
X is IFR @ [X-t> t] >,,[X--t’lX> t’] 
for all t’z f 2 0, t’E {s: P{X > s} > 0}, 
and 
XisPF2 @ Xs,,[X-tIX>t] 
forall tE{s: P{X>s}>O}, 
XisPF, G [X-tIX> t] >,,[X-t’IX> t’] 
forall t’st>O, ~‘E{s: P{X>s}>O}. 






The extensions of (l.l)-(1.3) should yield definitions of multivariate IFR (MIFR) 
notions. Indeed, one possible extension of (1.3) yields the MIFR notion of Arjas 
(1981). The extensions are not unique and different extensions may yield different 
notions of MIFR. These are discussed in Section 3 where some properties of the 
resulting classes of MIFR distributions are described. 
The extensions of (1.4) and (1.5) should yield definitions of multivariate PF2 
(MPFJ notions. These are described in Section 4. 
For a univariate random variable X it is well known that 
X is PF2 a X is IFR. (1.6) 
A multivariate analog of (1.6) is also given in Section 4. Some examples are described 
in Section 5. 
In order to extend (l.l)-(1.5) to the multivariate setting one needs multivariate 
analogs of the orderings air, ah and ast. These will be described in Section 2 where 
also other preliminaries will be given. 
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2. Preliminaries 
LetX=(X,,..., X,,) be a nonnegative random vector with an absolutely continuous 
distribution function. The coordinates of X will be thought of as the lifetimes of n 
devices. Suppose that we look at X dynamically in time, that is, as time passes more 
and more components fail. For t 2 0, let h, denote a possible realization, called here 
‘history’, of the n devices. That is, h, is a list of the components which have failed 
by time t and their failure times. More explicitly, in general, h, will denote an event 
of the form 
h, = {X, = x,, x,- > te}, (2.1) 
where I is a subset of { 1,2, . . . , n}; f is its complement with respect to { 1,2, . . . , n}; 
for I = {i, , . . . , ik} c {1,2,. . . , n} X, denotes (Xi,, . . . , Xi,) and similarly XT and x, 
are defined. Finally e = (1, 1, . . . , 1) where the length of e can be determined from 
the context, and xr =G te. Note that h, is a random null event. In the sequel we often 
condition on such h,‘s. By the assumption of absolute continuity such conditional 
distributions are well defined. 
Let h, be as in (2.1). Let kc t that is, let k be an index of a component which 
has not failed yet at time t given h,. The conditional failure rate hk( h,) of component 
k at time t given h, is defined as 
(2.2) 
By the assumption of absolute continuity this limit exists. The functions h.(h.) 
uniquely determine the joint distribution of X, , X,, . . . , X,, (see, e.g., Shaked and 
Shanthikumar, 1986). They have a simple intuitive meaning and can be used as the 
building blocks for modeling joint distributions of dependent lifetimes. These will 
be the basic quantities that we will use in the definitions and results of this paper. 
Sometimes two histories h, and hi, (where t =S t’) may be compared by their 
‘severeness’. That is, we will say that h, is less seuere than hi, (denoted h, G hi)) if 
over the time interval [0, t], the set of components which failed in h, is a subset of 
the set of components which failed in h :, , and for components which failed by time 
t in both histories, the failures in h, occurred not before the failures in hi,. More 
explicitly, h, s hi., for t s t’, if and only if 
h, = {X, = x,, Xr > te} 
and 
h:,={X,=x;, X, = x,, X,> t’e} 
for some I c { 1,2, _ . . , n}, J c { 1,2, . _ . , n}, I n J = 0,O c xi G x1 < te and x, s t’e. 
Remark 1. One way of interpreting the ordering h, s hi,, is the following. Let 
{Ni(t), t 2 0) be the counting process associated with component i, that is, Ni(t) = 
IfX,=,), t 3 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Denote the vector of counting processes by N(t) = 
(N,(t), K(t), . . . , N,,(t)). The sample path of N over the interval [0, t] is determined 
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by h, and vice versa. Let N’(t) be an analogous vector of counting processes which 
is determined over the interval [0, t’] by hi,. Then 
That is, indeed, h, is less severe than hi,. 
Let Y=(Y,,..., Y,) be another random vector of nonnegative random variables 
with a joint absolutely continuous distribution function. Let p.(h.) be its conditional 
hazard rate functions which are defined similarly to the h.(h.) in (2.2). 
We say that X is larger than Y in the hazard rate ordering (denoted X bh Y) if 
&(hr) s p.k(h:) whenever h, s hi 
for every t 2 0 and component k which has not failed by time t in hi (and hence 
also in h,); see Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990) for a discussion about this ordering. 
Clearly, this ordering is a multivariate analog of the univariate ordering <,, described 
in Section 1. 
Let f and g be, respectively, the joint density functions of X and Y We say that 
X is larger than Y in the likelihood ratio ordering (denoted X air Y) if 
f(x)g(y) sf(x v y)g(x A Y) (2.3) 
for all x z Oe and y z Oe where x vy denotes (max(x,, y,), . . . , max(x,, y,,)) and 
x my denotes (min(x,, yl), . . . , min(x,, y,)). See Karlin and Rinott (1980), Whitt 
(1982), Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990) and references there for a discussion about 
this ordering. Clearly this ordering is a multivariate analog of the univariate ordering 
*rr described in Section 1. 
In the more general case some of the Yi’s may be identically zero and the joint 
distribution of the rest is absolutely continuous. Suppose, for example, that 
Y,, . . ., Y,,, are those that are identically zero for some 0 < m < n. Let g denote now 
the joint density of (Y,,, , . . . , Y,,). In that case we denote X air Y if 
f(x)g(y)sf((x,, . . * ,xm), (xm+,,*. . ,x,)vy) 
xg((x,+1, . . . , x,) A Y) (2.4) 
for every x=(x,,. ..,x,)aOe and y=(y,,,+i ,..., yn)zOe. 
The random vector X is said to be larger than Y in stochastic ordering (denoted 
X Zst Y) if 4(X) ast 4(Y) for all increasing real functions 4 where here asr denote 
the univariate stochastic ordering relation described in Section 1. See, e.g., Kamae, 
Krengel and O’Brien (1977) for a discussion about this ordering. 
3. Multivariate IFR 
In this section we study several multivariate extensions of (l.l)-(1.3). These will 
define classes of MIFR distributions. 
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Let 8, define a time shift operator. That is, if X is a nonnegative random vector 
then 
e,x-(X-te)’ 
where xf = (xl, . . . , xz) and x+ - max(O, x). 
Throughout this section, X will denote a nonnegative random vector with an 
absolutely continuous distribution function. 
A possible extension of (1 .l) is the following. For t’ 3 0 and any history h,, , 
x ah (O,.Xpl,.]. (3.1) 
One possible extension of (1.2) is the following. For t s t’ and histories h, and hi,, 
[0,X 1 h,] a,, [ 8,,X 1 hi,] whenever h, c hi,. (3.2) 
Still another extension of (1.2) can be obtained by requiring h, and hi. in (3.2) to 
be identical over the time interval [0, t]. That is, for t c t’, 
[&xlh,l ==h [fbxlh,‘l (3.3) 
whenever h, and h,, are such that h, = {X, = x,, X,- > te} and h,, = {X, = x,, X, = x,, 
XT;-i>te}forIc{1,2 ,..., n},JC{1,2 ,..., n},InJ=(d,x,~teandte<xJ~t’e. 
We will also consider two extensions of (1.3) which parallel the extensions of 
(1.2). One extension is: For t G t’ and histories h, and hi,, 
[e,X]h,] ast [&Xlh:,] whenever h, G hi,. (3.4) 
Another extension is: For t G t’, 
bwlki ast u4Wh~i (3.5) 
whenever h, and h,, are as in (3.3). It should be noted that (3.5) is the MIFR]5r 
definition of Arjas (1981) where & is the minimal a-field generated by X (see Arjas, 
1981, for more details). 
Definition 1. Any random vector X (or its distribution) which satisfies (3.1) will be 
called MIFR. 
Theorem 1. 7’he following statements are equivalent: 
(i) X is MIFR. 
(ii) X satisjies (3.2). 
(iii) X satisjies (3.3). 
For the proof of Theorem 1 it is useful to introduce some further notation which 
can be used to describe a history h, in a more detailed manner. 
For s < t let h,,,, denote an event (also called a ‘history’) which describes which 
components are alive at time s, and the components which failed during the time 
interval [s, t] and their failure times. Thus the notation h, of Section 2 can be 
considered an abbreviation for hto,,,. Notice that ht,,, is determined by {N(T), TE 
[s, t]} and vice versa, where N is defined in Remark 1. 
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Let hfl and h;,,,l be two histories on [s, t]. We will write h[,,,,~ /I[~,~, if every 
component which is alive at time s in hi,,, is also alive at time s in h,,,,, and if 
each component which failed in ht,,,, also failed in hi+,, and in !I/,,~] it failed earlier 
than in h,.,,, . In other words, if {N(T), 7 E [s, t]} is associated with h,,,, as above 
and {N’(T), TE [s, t]} is similarly associated with h[,,, then h,,,,~ hi,,, if and only 
if N( 7) G N’( 7) for 7 E [s, t]. 
Remark 2. The histories ht,,,, and h[,,ll may start with different sets of components 
which are alive at time s (but the set corresponding to hi.,,, is a subset of the one 
corresponding to ht,,,). When we compare ht,,,, and h[.Y,tl as above we only consider 
the set of components which are alive at time s in both histories (i.e., in h[,,,). The 
components which are alive at time s in h,,,, but not in hi,,tl are ignored for the 
purpose of the verification of the ordering h,.,,, G h[.,,, . 
For s < t and u 2 -s denote by 0,h,,,, the history on the time interval [S + u, t + U] 
which is obtained from h,,,, y b adding u to each failure time in h,,,,, but without 
changing the identities of the failed components and without adding or deleting 
any failures. Of course, the components which are alive at time s + u in &h,,,, are 
those which are alive at time s in h,,,,. In other words, if h[,,,, is determined by 
{N(T), TE [s, t]}, where N is defined in Remark 1, then 8,h,,,, is determined by 
{N(T-U),TE[S+U, t+u]}. 
We find it useful to be able to compare the severity of two histories of the same 
length over different time intervals. More explicitly, let h,,,, be a history on the time 
interval [s, t] and let h[s+u,,+ul be another history on [S + U, t + u], u 2 0, s < t. We 
will write hrS,t]s h[,+,,,+,l if &ht,,, s h:,+,,,+,]. As described in Remark 2, in this 
comparison only components that are alive at time s in h[,$,,, and at time s + u in 
h~,+,,,+,l are compared (of course, each component which is alive at s + u in h[r+u,r+ul 
is also alive at time s in h,,,, if hLs,,,c h~z+u,,+ul). Other failure times in &hls,,, are 
ignored. In other words if {N(T - u), T E [s + u, t + u]} corresponds to &,h,.,,, as above 
and similarly {N’(T), T E [s + u, t + u]} corresponds to h~S+,,f+ul, then h,,,, s h~.T+U,,+U] 
if and only if N(T-U)<,‘(T) for all TE[S+U, t+u]. 
Remark 3. Note that for every h we have hl.5,cl s h~,+,,,+,l for t 3 s 3 0, u 3 0, since 
N is an increasing function. 
A notation which will allow us to ‘patch’ together two histories on adjacent time 
intervals will also be useful. For 0 G s < t < U, let hI,,ll and hit,,, be two histories 
such that the set of components which are alive at time t in h,,,, is the same as the 
set of components which are alive at time t in hi,,+]. Then let h,,,,O h[,,, denote 
the history which has at time s the same set of live components as hE,,,, has at time 
s, and which describes failures of components and their identities on [s, t] as ht,,,] 
and on [t, V] as h[,+,. In other words, if {N(T), T E [s, t]} corresponds to h,,,, as 
above and similarly {N’(T), TE [t, v]} corresponds to hi,,,, and N(t) = N’(t) then 
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{N”(T), T E [s, u]} corresponds to h,,,,O ht,,,, where N”(T) = N( 7) for r E [s, t] and 
N”(T) = N’( 7) for 7 E [t, v]. 
Finally we will slightly extend the definition of the instantaneous failure rate 
defined in (2.2). For u 2 t 2 0 and a history h, we will denote 
where h,,,,, denotes a history in which there are no failures at all over the interval 
[t, U] and which has, of course, as the set of live components at time t, the set of 
components which were still alive at time t in hco,,I. Of course, k in (3.6) denotes 
a component which is still alive at time t in h,. With this notation, A,(h,) of (2.1) 
is an abbreviation for hk( t 1 h,,,,,). 
With the notation just described, (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) can be written, respectively, 
as follows: 
For ~20, t’a0, u>O, 
&(s + u 1 hi,,,) =s &(t’+ s + u 1 h,,,,,,@ hf,,,,,+,,) (3.1’) 
whenever hto,sl < h[,9,,,+,, and whenever k is a component which is alive at time s 
in h[o,.YI and at time t’+ s in h,,,,,,O h[~~,I,+,I. 
For ~20, ~20, t’s t20, 
Ak(t+.s+ u 1 h,,,,,@h;:,‘,+,,) s Ak( t’+s+ 14 1 h~,,,,Oh’l~,~,,Ohi:),,+,,) (3.2’) 
whenever h[,,,, < hi,,,, and hj$+,, c hE:),,+,, and k is a component which is alive at 
time t+s under the conditions in the left-hand side of (3.2’) and is also alive at 
time t’+s under the conditions on the right-hand side of (3.2’). 
For s 3 0, u 2 0, t’ 2 t 2 0 and any history hlo,,, , 
b(t+s+ ~4 1k&@t+,,) s h(t’+s+ u I h,,,,Oh’,t!,,Ohj~),,+,,) (3.3’) 
whenever h$,+,, s hj~),,+sl and k denotes a live component under conditions similar 
to those described in (3.2’). 
Remark 4. From the stochastic ordering condition (3.4) it follows that for u 2 0, t’z 
t 2 0, 
b(t+ ~4 I&,,,,I s b(t’+ u 1 hio,t,@h;,,,,) (3.7) 
whenever hIo,,, s hi,, ,, and h;l, lfl is any history which is a continuation of hi,,,,. 
However, (3.7) does’not necessarily imply (3.4). A similar comment holds for (3.5). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly (3.2) + (3.3) + (3.1). So we just need to show that 
(3.1) + (3.2) or, equivalently, that (3.1’) j (3.2’). 
(3) 
(2) Let s 20, t’a tz 0. Let &,,l, hc,,,+,l, hto,ll, &,,I and h([T,),f+,l be as in (3.2’). These 
histories are depicted graphically in Figure 3.1 for the case when t’- t < t. 
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Fig. 3.1. 
Since we assume that (3.1’) holds we know that we can compare the hk’s whenever 
the LHS (=left-hand side) of (3.1’) is conditioned on h[o,sl and the RHS (=right-hand 
side) of (3.1’) is conditioned on h,,,,t,O h[tt,,a+,l where the histories satisfy the 
restrictions of (3.1’). These histories are depicted graphically in Figure 3.2. 
We want to obtain the validity of (3.2’) from assumption (3.1’). For this purpose 
we rewrite (3.1’) as 
~k(~+~lgg;o,“,)~~k(~+~+~Ig~o,w,Og;’w,w+”]) (3.1”) 
for all u > 0, u > 0, w 3 0, whenever g, g’ and g” are histories such that g[o,ul s g/,,,,+,, 
and whenever k is a component which is alive at time IJ + w in g[w,,+,I. 
Now assume that the conditions of (3.2’) are satisfied. Denote hj& = h[o,ll@ h& 
and write 
h;$,Oh;$+,,= h&,,O[h;:! m-1.1 ~,@h~;‘),~+,,l. 
Then, by assumption, 
hto,r, s hto,,, = h&s h;:),,,,,, (3.8) 
where the second inequality follows from Remark 3. From the assumption hf$+,, s 
h(4) ~,~,,~+sl and (3.8) it follows that 
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provided the conditions of (3.2’) are fulfilled. If one now assumes (3.1”) to be true 
then one can use (3.1”) with 
v=t+s 9 w= t’-t, 
g[o,ul = &,,@ hi?,+,l, gro,w,l = h’,$-,, and d’w.,w.+cl = hj%,,,@ h’,$$+,,, 
to see from (3.9) that (3.2’) is true too. 0 
In Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990) it is shown that if X and Y are random 
vectors such that X sh Y then X zst Y. It follows that (3.2) implies (3.4) which, in 
turn, implies (3.5). Thus we have: 
Result 1. IfX is MIFR then it is MIFRIS, in the sense ofArjas (1981). 0 
The MlFRl 9, property of Arjas (1981) implies some useful properties of such 
random vectors (see Arjas and Norros, 1984, Norros, 1985). But, sometimes, it is 
not simple to verify the MlFR/s, property. Result 1 provides us with new means 
of verifying the MlFRl 9, property. All that one has to do is to verify (3.1), which 
may not be a hard thing to do, because of the clear intuitive meaning of (3.1). For 
example, it is not hard to find the restrictions, on the parameters of the Ross (1984) 
multivariate exponential distribution, which imply (3.1). See Section 5 for the details. 
The following proposition can be easily verified using (3.1) and (1.1). 
Proposition 1. Zf X,, X2,. . . , X,, are independent IFR random variables then X = 
(Xl 3 X2,. . ., X,,) is MIFR. 0 
From Proposition 1 and Result 1 we see that a vector of independent IFR random 
variables is MIFRIS,. This result was observed in Arjas (1981). 
Remark 5. From (3.1) it follows that if X is MIFR then X a,, X, that is, X has the 
property of hazard increase upon failure (HIF), see, e.g., Shaked and Shanthikumar 
(1990). Thus, an MIFR random vector has some positive dependence properties. 
In this paper we do not consider the definition and properties of MDFR classes 
of distributions. This will hopefully be studied elsewhere. 
4. Multivariate PF2. 
In this section we study some multivariate extensions of (1.4) and (1.5). These 
extensions define a class of MPF2 (multivariate PFJ distributions. Here, as in Section 
3, X will denote a nonnegative random vector with an absolutely continuous 
distribution. 
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An extension of (1.4) can be the following: For t’ 2 0 and any history h,, , 
x alp [&X j fi,,]. (4.1) 
It should be noted that in (4.1) we compare a random vector with an absolutely 
continuous distribution (X on the LHS of (4.1)) with a random vector which has 
some coordinates which are identically zero. Then (2.3) cannot be applied and (2.4) 
is applied instead. Definition (2.4) applies also for most of the likelihood ratio 
comparisons in this section. 
One extension of (1.5) can be the following: For t < t’, 
[ 6X t h,l 31r [4,X t hl (4.2) 
whenever h, and h,. coincide on the interval [0, t] as described in (3.3). 
Another extension of (1.5), analogous to (3.2), is the following: For t c t’ and 
histories h, and hi,, 
[8,X 1 h,] +r [13,.x 1 hi*] whenever h, G hi,. (4.3) 
Theorem 2. The conditions (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are equivalent. 
Proof. Since, trivially, (4.3) 3 (4.2) =$ (4.1), we only need to show that (4.1) + 
(4.3). 
In Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990), in the proof of Theorem 3.1 there, it is 
shown (though using a different notation) that if U air V and if g, and g: are two 
histories such that g, G g: then 
vh~l~t1 ~dw/d1. (4.4) 
Assume (4.1) holds. Let t G t’ and let hto,,, and h[o,rsl be two histories such that 
&[o,r, s h[o,rs,. Using obvious notation, write h[ft,tsl as 
h[o r’, = hi,,~_,,O hi,*_,,,,, . 
With U - X, gt,,] = hco,,lI V= [ &_,X/ h[o,,z_,,] and g/*,,, = B_t,s_,,jh[tt_I,r~l we will 
show that the conditions of (4.4) are satisfied. 
First note that ZJ air V according to (4.1). Fu~hermore, let R’ and N’ correspond 
to h and h’ as in Remark 1. Then grO,ti s determined by {N(r), T E [O, t]> and gitr,,] 
is determined by {N’( T+ (t’- t)), T E [0, t]}. But N(r) s N’f r) by assumption, and 
N’(r) < N’( F+ (t’- r)) by the monotonicity of N’. Therefore glo,,] G gio,I1. Thus (4.4) 
gives 
Z&X 1 &,,,I air f@,[@,,-,x 1 ~to.,vjl/ ~-~,~-,~f+t~-t,r~rl 
=[fM%-3 1 h;o,r+,@ ~t,-,~-,t~-,~~;t,-r~,,~l 
=[e,,xIhto,r,-il~hhi,.-I,,,,l 
= r 4x I %o,td, 
and this is (4.3). 0 
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Definition 2. Any random vector X (or its distribution) which satisfies (4.1), (4.2) 
or (4.3) will be called MPF*. 
Remark 6. From (4.1) it follows that if X is MPF2 then X air X, that is, X is 
multivariate totally positive of order 2 ( MTP2), see, e.g., Karlin and Rinott (1980) 
or Whitt (1982). Thus, MPFz is a very strong property of positive dependence. 
A technically straightforward extension of (1.4) to the multivariate setting is the 
following. Let X = (X, , . . . , X,) be a nonnegative random vector with density f: 
Suppose that X satisfies 
x Z,,[X-t(X>t] (4.5) 
for every t 2 Oe. We will show now that (4.5) implies that X, , X2, . . . , X, are mutually 
independent (each, of course, with a PF, density). Thus one can see the disadvantage 
of having (4.5) as a definition of MPFz. The usefulness of the dynamic approach 
in defining MPF2, as in Definition 2, can be appreciated in light of the above 
observation. 
Writing (4.5) explicitly by means off one obtains 
f(x)f(Y+t)~f(xvY)f(xAY+t) (4.6) 
for all choices of x 2 Oe, y 2 Oe and t 3 Oe. 
First we will show that X, is independent of (X,, . . . , X,,). For this purpose plug 
in(4.6) t,=O,somex,andY,suchthatx,~Y,,some(x, ,..., x,)and(Y, ,..., Y,) 
suchthat(x, ,..., x,)=(Yz ,..., y,)andsome(t, ,..., t,)sOe.Then(4.6)becomes 
f(x,,x2,...,x,)f(Y,,x*+t*,...,b,+t,) 
~f(Y,,x2,...,x,)f(x,,x2+~t2,...,x,+~,). (4.7) 
On the other hand, from (4.5) it follows that X 2 ir X, that is X is MTP, (see Remark 
6 above). Therefore 
f(x,,x,,..., X,If(Y*,Xz+t*,...,X,+t,) 
~f(Yl,X2,...,Xnlf(X,,X2+f*r...,X,+ff,). 
From (4.7) and (4.8) it follows that the ratio 
(4.8) 
is independent of xi. That is, f(x,, x2, _ . . , x,) is a product of a function of x, and 
a function of (x2, . . . , x,). This proves that X, and (X,, . . . , X,) are independent. 
In a similar manner it can be shown that Xi and (Xi,. . . , Xi_,, Xi+,, . . . ,X,) 
are independent for each i = 2,3,. . . , n. But, from the latter fact it follows that 
X1,X*,.. . , X,, are mutually independent. 
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In Shaked and Shanthikumar (1990) it is shown that if X and Y are random 
vectors such that X sir Y then X 5, Y. It follows that (4.1) implies (3.1). Thus we 
have: 
Result 2. IfX is MPF2 then it is MIFR. 0 
Result 2 gives a sufficient condition for the useful property of MIFR. 
The following proposition can be easily verified using (4.1) and (1.4). 
Proposition 2. If X,, X,, . . . , X,, are independent PF2 random variables then X = 
(X,, X,, . . . ,X,) is MPF2. 0 
The MPF2 is a multivariate analog of the univariate property of logconcavity of 
a density function. A related question is to define and study a multivariate analog 
of the univariate property of logconvexity of a density function. This will hopefully 
be studied elsewhere. 
5. Examples 
5.1. Ross (1984) model 
Ross (1984) and Norros (1985) considered the following extension of the Freund 
(1961) bivariate distribution. 
Consider n components which start to live at the same time 0. Denote the 
components by 1,2, . . . , n. Suppose that if at time t the set of failed components 
is Zc{l,2,..., n} then the failure rate of a component kE f depends only on its 
identity k and on Z (but not on t or on the failure times of the components in I). 
Then Ak(h,) of (2.2) can be written as a function of Z only: 
hk(Z)=~,;:P{t~X,,<t+At~Z} (5.1) 
where X, denotes the lifetime of a component k E 1 Condition (3.1’) then holds if 
and only if 
Ak(Z)shk(J) wheneverZcJc{l,2,...,n). 
Thus, by Theorem 1, if (5.2) holds then X is MIFR. 
Ross (1984) obtained other aging properties of X under (5.2). 
(5.2) 
5.2. Shock models 
Consider n components, numbered 1,2,. . . , n, which start to live at the same time 
0. Suppose that the components are subjected to shocks which arrive according to 
nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP’s). Each component is associated with 
a NHPP and the n NHPP’s are independent. Every shock is fatal, that is, a shock 
from the kth NHPP kills component k with probability one. Upon failure of a 
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component, k say, the remaining components remain subjected to fatal shocks from 
independent NHPP’s, but the intensity functions of the NHPP’s at time t, say, 
depend on the identity of the components which have already failed by time t, and 
on their failure times. 
More explicitly, fix a t>O and denote by h, the observed history of failures by 
time t. That is, h, is an event of the form (2.1). It can be shown that then the failure 
rate of a live component k at time t depends only on its index k and on h, and 
thus can be denoted by A,(h,) as in (2.2). 
If the intensity functions h.(h.) satisfy (3.1’) then, by Theorem 1, the vector 
X=(X,,Xz )..., X,,) of the lifetimes of the components is MIFR. 
Note that by Theorem 3.1, if the intensity functions h.(h.) satisfy (3.1’) then they 
must satisfy also (3.2’) and (3.3’). 
The above model is just a verbal interpretation of the general model. However, 
it indicates how other nonfatal shock models can be considered in the setup of this 
paper. Recall that a NHPP with intensity a(t) and fatality probability p(t) produces 
the same failure process as a shock process with intensity p(t)a(t) and fatality 
probability 1. Thus, if in a nonfatal shock model the intensity of the kth process 
given h, is vk(h,) and the corresponding fatality probability is pk(h,) then one can 
study this model in the context of this paper by defining h,(h,) = ~~(h,)~~(h,). 
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